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A b s tr a c t ; Analysis of lov7 latitude w histlers observed at low-latitude ground 
station N alnital (geomagnetic la t., 19** I ’N) w ith unknown nose frequency and 
causative sferic is presented. The method used in the present paper perm its an 
accurate estim ation of errors. Our results on the equatorial electron density (ŵ ) 
and tube content (Nt ) are based on the analysis of more than 100 observed whis* 
tiers. F urther the iouosphere-plasm asphere coupling fluxes arc determined 
which are found to be in good agreement w ith those reported by other workers.
Keywords ; W histlers, causative sferic, nose frequency, ionosphere, plasma* 
sphere, electron density.
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1. Introduction mSince the pioneering work of Storey (1953), the observation and analysis of whistlers 
have been pursued throughout the globe over a wide range from high to low 
latitudes (Allcock 1960, Helliwell 1965, Iwai and Ohtsu 1967, Somayajulu et al 
1972, Cerisier 1973, Singh et al 1977, Hayakawa and Tanaka 1978, Carpenter 
1983, Khosa et al 1981, Wang and Wang 1984, Ondoh et al 1979, Boskova 
et al 1984). Over the last decade, whistlers have become a very important 
tool for studying the morphology and dynamics of the plasmasphere, the 
magnetospheric electric fields and ionosphere*plasmasphere coupling fluxes 
(Carpenter 1966, Carpenter et al 1972, Park 1970, Mathur and Rycroft 1972). At 
low latitudes one of the main problems in whistler analysis faced by workers is to 
obtain the nose frequency ( /m) and nose time delay (/n) with a reasonable degree of 
precisiop. This is due to the fact that the whistler spectrograms do not exhibit 
the portion of the whistler near the nose frequency at low latitudes. In the recent 
past however, difibrent methods have been proposed to obtain the nose frequency 
-in'the caM of such whisUers (Smith 1961, Dowden and Allcock 1971, Corcuff and 
Cprcuff l973, Bernard 1973, Ho and Bernard 1973). Recently, another method 
for determining the nose frequency of whistlers recorded at low latitudes based on 
Bernard's approximatioas been developed by. Tarewi <1975). This nwfliod
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involves the determination of the parameters in Bernard’s (1973  ̂approximation 
and of a further parameter locating the causative sferic by a least<4quare curve 
fitting procedure developed by Tarcsai (1975). We should be using this method 
for the analysis of whistlers recorded at our low latitude ground station Nainital. 
In what follows, we first present a brief outline of the Tarcsai (1975) method used 
in the present analysis. This is followed by a presentation of 'whistler data 
recorded at Nainital. Finally, the results are discussed and compared with those 
reported by others.

TIME 1 S T
Figure 1. Showing the variation of w histler occurrence rate at N ainital on 
25th March 1971. The ordinate indicates num ber of whistlers heard over 5 min. 
intervals.

Using the computer program of Tarcsai (1975) we have so far analysed about 
800 whistlers traces, out of which the results for about 100 whistlers are discussed 
here. It is to be emphasized that contrary to other studies, the results to be 
presented here refer to routine analysis of non-nose whistlers with known causative 
sferic observed at our low latitude ground station Nainital. There are no experi
mental observations of the interchange of ionization between ionosphere and 
protonosphere reported from whistler studies at low latitudes. However, our 
results show that there is an average night time downward flux of 2.9x10* 
electrons/cm* sec. between 0020 1ST to 0520 1ST on 25 March 1971.
2. Brief oatllne of the parameters involved in curve f itti^  melhod
The approximate expression proposed by Bernard (1973) and used by Tarcsai 
(1975) for obtaining the dispersion of ducted whistlers can be written as

a / ) = n f )  ^ = 0 , (1)
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whpre
(2)

In the above expressions Do is zero dispersion, /  is the wave frequency, fm  
represents equatorial electron gyrofrequency, / ( / )  is the travel time at frequency/. 
Combining eqs. (1) and (2), the travel time at hose frequency is calculamd as

2

It is necessary to introduce a new parameter T  which gives the diilerence in time 
between the chosen origin and the actual causative sferic. The measured travel 
time t* can be written as :

r n / ) = t ( f ) - T = ^  M - f  ■  ^
/

(4f
There are four unknown parameters: Do, / he, Tand A (o r/,) in eq. (4). Following! 
Tarcsai (1975) we shall search for those values of Do, / he and T which give a close! 
fit to the measurements in a least square sense i.e. which minimize the sum of the ' 
weighted squares of the residuals

w
r))* (5)

where the subscripts m and c refer to the measured and computed t* values respec
tively, are the weights given to the individual measurements, and th i summa
tion is to be taken over the points of the whistler trace scaled at frequence/),. 
The values of Do and / he (o r / ,  and /«), obtained from the curve fitting method are 
used by us, following the procedure suggested by Tarcsai (1975). Further, the 
expressions used for computing the electron density at geomagnetic equator (n«) 
and tube electron content {Nx) after Park (1972) are written as :

1,=(8.736 X 10*/hD" (where / he in Hz) (6)
V= K ofntlL-‘ = KoDo/TB (7)
Nx — =KxD*J^^\  (8)

where the quasi-constants K'„ K‘x are weakly dependent o f / ,  and An.
3. Data selection and analysis
The whistlers used in this study have been recorded at the U. P. State Observatory, 
Nainital (geomag. lat. 19°rN, £,= 1.16), India.

The whisUers recorded at Nainital were of very high quality, and the number 
of whistlers recorded during magnetic storms was always large enough to be of 
statistical significance. During the period under report, the whistler data was
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characteriwd by a oonsistently good whistler ioteosity wit^ well defined 
components. 6 a  2Sth March 1971, whistlers in great numbers (Figure 1) were 
observed at our deld station, Mainital. The spurt in activity started around 
0020 1ST and lasted for about 5 hours, ending finally at day break 0520 1ST. 
During this period, the K» index varied between 2 and S. The mete occurrence 
rate itself was interesting and altogether several hundred whistlers were recorded. 
The whistler traces were ihanually scaled from sonograms (Kay-Electric Sonograph) 
between 0-8 KHz in steps of 0.3 KHz. Thus, we obtained 20 points per trace on 
the average. The mean frequency of the scaled traces was about 4.7 KHz. The 
measured travel times and the other data (e.g. A F , values for ionospheric 
correction) have been stored on magnetic tapes together with the results obtained.
4. Results and discussion

3t(a, b). Showing the convergence of/)) aqd i>4 as fuBCtlou of the step 
tmtuber, for aeveu typical whistlers.
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Fl[^ure3. Showing average residuals in travel titnes for 50 whistlers analysed 
with the FIT method• and the standard deviations of residualSi plotted vs 
frequency.

sucoessive steps was generally much less than 1/2 at the last 3-4 steps. This 
cloarly indicates that the iteration procedure consisting of finite number of steps, 
approximated the limiting (true) values of / he, / n (and A) to an accuracy of



bettor T^ii s c c u r ^  is quite satis£actQry but oaii be increased further
ifneedeth Forpuaiaetw T, ^  accuracy of iterattoois generally better than
O.I m-m*'- " ;■■' ‘

We have ^ fo rm ed  the analysis of residuals by cdtiiputiog the av^ages abd 
standard deviations of travel tinte residuals a t different h;equencies of the anal^ed 
whistlers to |ffudy the doseness of curve fitting and the average measurements

'.I . V  .

Figitro  4. An exam^^leipr tneadurediig and N f  ptofilea, the ^ r d r  bare indicate 
one aigma error liniita.

errors. Thb average residuals for whistlers analysed widi accurate curve fitting, 
method (without weightii^) is shown in the upper part of Figure' 3. It is < ^ r  
that the accurate curve i^ing metbt^ provides the dose Values td paranufi!^ 
of tfaeioeaiuted û fihtdyĤ  The avwage residuals are having abKfiujto vduas u r
fi ..... : '' ,v •'
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less than 2 m sec and within their three sigma error limits all of them are neerl]^ 
equal to zero. A systematic pattern is exhibited around zero so far as the 
distribution of the residuals is concerned which could be due to the approximate 
character of the eq. (1). The lower part of Figure 3 depicts the standard deviationOof the residuals at different frequencies. The expression (dashed curve)
could be employed to set the reasonably approximate values of <t,( /) .

In Figure 4, we present Nx and y\t vs L  profiles measured on 25 March 1971. 
The error-limits represent one sigma deviations. The day 25th March 1971 was 
magnetically disturbed while 24th March was magnetically quiet. During the five 
hours period on 25th March 1971, the Kp index varied between 2 and 5. If the 
changes of tube content were entirely attributed to ionosphero-plasmasphere 
coupling fluxes, then our measurements demonstrate an average downward flux of 
2.9 X10® electrons/cm* sec between 0020 1ST, and 0520 1ST 25 March 1971. 
These fluxes during magnetic storm across the 1000 km level are in good 
agreement, observed mainly at higher latitudes (Park 1970, Chappell et al 
1970).
5. Conclusion
It can be concluded that the method used in the present study is applicaUe to 
the reliable, routine analysis of whistlers at low latitudes with unknown nose 
frequency. The method permits an accurate estimation of errors. Further, the 
results for some whistlers showed that the equatorial electron density and the tube 
content can be determined to the greatest accuracy.
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